What Our Customers Say
January 2019
Fantastic professional service from the lovely Kate in Sales at
Audi Cork, she worked tirelessly to get the best value for me.
A huge asset to the sales team at Audi Cork. Overall
experience was excellent and would highly recommend all.
Thank you.

June

Had a new heater installed today, Maurice O'Dwyer was the
gentleman I was dealing with, he could not have been more
helpful a true asset to Audi Cork. Thank you Maurice

Claire

December 2018
I was on my way from work last Thursday when I got a
puncture. Nearest garage was Audi Cork - they fixed my tyre
and got me back in the road - and charged me nothing. Such a
nice gesture - and a free coffee too! Thanks so much Audi
Cork!

Car in for a service, I was given a brand new car for the day
and kept up to date with phone calls throughout the day.
Fantastic service
Will

September 2018
Andrew was exceptional in helping my mom to get her new
A6. Even though we were buying the car through a local
family garage he treated us like his own. Was very helpful,
knowledgeable, patient and even called a week after purchase
to check how everything was. Took us for test drives and
made us welcome the 2 times we called to see the car and

answered all her questions! Would definitely recommend!
Cheers,

Andrew

June 2018
I had a fantastic experience at Audi Cork with Andrew Oliver
and team. I picked up a new A6 and the experience was a
delight from start to finish. I got a call a week later just
checking in to see if I was happy. This is exemplary customer
service. There are closer Audi dealers to me but I will make
the trip from Dublin for anything else I need.
I had high expectations and you exceed all of them.

Barry
February 2018
5 Star experience with Alan O Shea at Audi Cork. Alan was
attentive, interested and passionate about Audi. Would highly
recommend!

Paul
January 2018
Excellent Service. Very professional service team. We had a
problem with our vehicle that required main dealer attention
and we were on a tight schedule to catch a ferry, so they had
no warning we were calling in. The service team fitted us in,
sorted out the problem and got us back on the road in under
an hour. Complete with coffee while we waited. Excellent
customer service, they are highly recommended.

Karen
October 2017
I had an outstanding experience with Audi Cork. Indeed I was
looking for a newer model to my old 04 car which I was
hoping to be trading in. Visiting various different dealers in
and around Cork, my friend (another satisfied costumer)
convinced me to have a look at the Bishopstown Audi dealer.
The minute I walked in I was treated with total

professionalism and the service there was second to none. I
felt never any different than any other Audi customer and
having a pretty old car on my side walking in, was accepted
and totally respected. With a great deal on it, I was able to
treat myself to a beautiful A4, with a full service history from
Audi Ireland to a very acceptable price.
So, Thank You and Well done to all the Audi staff and
especially to Shane O'Donoghue, who was my wonderful Sales
Rep!
Monika
August 2017
Excellent service and facilities, cannot be faulted

Michael
July 2017
Thank you to Darragh for resolving the problem with our sun
roof. On Holiday in Ireland, a sun roof that couldn't close
could have been a disaster.

Donna
May 2017
I was travelling down to Cork today from Kildare for a couple
of meetings. The low adblue level alert came up on my
dashboard. I had an hour between meetings so decided to
drop into Audi Cork at lunchtime to see if they could fill the
adblue tank. Ciaran in service couldn't have been more helpful
and informative, he informed me how long it was going to
take and how much it was going to cost and both estimates
were accurate. The invoice was in my inbox 10 minutes after
leaving the show room. A pleasure to deal with. Keep up the
good work

Simon

These reviews and comments have been amended for
clarity.

